Hi-LINGUA GF SUMMER ADVENTURE
HOTELS and EVENTS LOCATION (10-16 July 2024)

HOTELS

- Bilderberg Europa Hotel
- Fletcher Hotel
- Leonardo Royal Hotel

EVENTS

- Glow Golf
- Zipline & Bungy Jump
- Litehouse
- Unlock Scheveningen
- Sea Life
- Madurodam

Bilderberg Europa Hotel
Fletcher Hotel
Hi-LINGUA GF VENUES FOR SUMMER ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES AND CHALLENGES

Welcome Meeting

Unlock Games

Language challenge in real-world scenarios

Journey through the human body

Biodiversity and Natural History

Life under the water

Exam Venue, Den Haag Campus

Award Ceremony

Biodiversity and Natural History

Naturalis Biodiversity Center

Leiden University (Den Haag Campus)

Corpus Science Center

SeaLife
Hi-LINGUA GF SUMMER ADVANTURE OPTIONAL EVENTS

Madurodam

Bungy Jump Holland

The Pier SkyView

Zipline De Pier

Glow Golf Scheveningen

Boat tour on Amsterdam canals

Anne Frank House

Van Gogh Museum